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Editorial. 
THE foundations of all that a nation is expected to become 
. must be securely laid in the education of its people. This 
cardinal truth should neither be forgotten nor ignored by its 
educators and statesmen if they would prove themselves to be 
wise master-builders. Are unity, loyalty, and justice univer-
.sally to prevail in the good time coming? Then they must be 
taught, illustrated, and enforced in all the schools of the seed-
time present. Does the nation aspire to material greatness? 
Would it seek the fullest development of its gigantic resources? 
Would it see its forests felled and rep'anted, its mineral treasures 
utilized, its manufactures flourish, its sails whiten every sea, its 
people blessed with the fruits of plenty, and gladdened WIth the 
wine and oil of contentment and happiness? Then the practice 
of industry, frugality, and thrift must be made the habit of its 
rising generations until these virtues become universal. The 
labor of the hand and the sweat of the brow must be inculcated 
as no less honorable than the toil of the brain. That education 
which breeds a contempt for manual labor is a national . curse. 
That school or system of 'schools which tends to draw the masses 
of the piople out of their legitimate pl/eres, and excite in them a . 
feeling of discontent with industrial pursuits, is radically wrong, 
and calls for' a radical remedy. 
-----------------There is a positive tendency in mental labor to disincline the 
individual from physical labor. There is a positive tendency in 
popular education, as at present conducted, to indispose the 
masses of the people to the pursuit of industri~l avocations. 
There is a constantly growing tendency among the youth of our 
rural districts to rush to the cities in search of sedentary employ-
ments. The so-called learned professions are greatly overstocked. 
Many good farmers and mechanics are spoiled to make briefless 
lawyers and indifferent doctors. Many a sacred desk is occupied 
by those who have had no higher call than a chronic disposition 
to prove the proposition that man is a lazy animal. Government 
offices have been multiplied far beyond the public necessitties 0 
make places for rampant and seedy seekers after the spoils of po-
litical power, who despise labor. Thousands of able-bodied men 
lounge idly at street corners, who should be felling the forests, 
turning the virgin soil, and reaping the golden grain of ·our vast 
lin occupied acres, or guiding the wheels of our manifold me-
chanical and manufacturing industries, or spreading the sails of 
our commercial marine to the breezes of every clime. The 
country fairly trembles under the tread of tramps seeking to live 
by their wits, rather than earn the sweet bread of honest and 
honorable toil. 
But these deplorable results cannot be credited exclusively to 
the tendency of brain labor to disincline from muscular labor. 
There is another cause lying down deep in the soil of early edu- . 
cation, that is even more prolific in evil consequences than the 
indisposition referred to. The American child, both at home 
and at school, is perpetually stimulated by false motives. · He is 
made to believe that he may yet become a president, governor, 
or member of congress, as though public position was the pass-
port to honor and respectability, alone. He is virtually taught; 
both by precept and example, that he may acquire a great fortune, 
as though wealth were the chief end of human existence. He 
is frequently taunted with the query whether he means to be a ' 
~ewer of wood, and drawer of water, or whether he wishes to 
remain a farmer or mechanic for life, as thnugh the labor of the 
hand and the sweat of the brow were the sum of human evil, and 
the sign and seal of human degradation. Among the women 
the passion for dress and display, and the slavery of fashion, are 
cultivated as fine arts. The average American girl ' is irrepar-
ately spoiled, ere yet she scarcely reaches her teens, by false and· 
superficial ide.as as to the true aims of life, by an indisposition 
for health-giving labor, and by visionary notions of her relations 
to the other sex and to society. The average American servant 
girl has outgrown her business, and now assumes to dictate terms 
to the helpless mistress of the household she condescends to serve. 
The average American boy knows more than his father, is master 
of his mother, disrespectful to his superiors, and insolent to 
everybody. Rampant rowdyism blossoms on every street corner. 
Juvenile obedience has become a rare viltu~. Juvenile industry 
is unfashionable; juvenile theft an everyday pastime; and juve-
nile robberies and murders are commonplaces so frequent as to 
have ceased to be more than a nine-days wonder. 
We boldly affirm that these are among the outgrowths of a 
defective and partial education. They are the fruit of bad seed 
s~n in chilahood. They are the outcome of wrong motives 
and mistaken methods applied in the early. stages of educational 
development. Such results are as certain to follow the applica-
tion of such motives and methods, as are the deep shadow.s of 
night to succeed the setting of the sun. In the silent realms of 
God's moral universe, no less than in the domain of his material 
forces, the law of cause a~d effect unerringly executes His im-
mutable decrees~ As we sow, so shall we reap. Whether the 
harvest shall prove a blessing or a curse, a glory or a shame, waits 
upon the choice of the seed-time and the wisdom of the sower. ' 
Whether these "little ones" shall soar with the angels or sink 
with the demons, is a question preeminently of the influences, 
motives, and methods employed in the spiritual and intellectual 
training of the earlier years. Whether they shall be sohooled to 
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intelligence, industry, honor, and virtue, must be determined by 
causes no less inevitable in their consequences than those which 
bind the atoms or wheel the spheres. 
We hold this truth to be self-evident, that in the homes and 
schools of the people everywhere the great lesson of the dignity 
and duty of manual labor should be assiduously taught and prac-
tically enforced. The sentiment that such labor is no less hon-
orable than useful and necessary should universally prevail. To 
impress this truth upon the minds of American youth should be 
regarded as one of the most important functions of a system of 
education for the masses of the people. Aspirations for the hOIl-
ors and emoluments of office, the greed of gain, and the lust for 
power should receive a salutary and decided check. The virtue 
of contentment with the allotments of Providence, and the duty 
of doing faithfully and well whatever the hands find to do, are 
the foundations of that new gospel of education which should 
be preached to every creature in a land where honest labor yields 
the rich fruits of national independence, and the peace of mind 
that neither wealth, nor power, nor the fleeting honors of this 
world can give. But more than this. The most thorough and 
. comprehensive measures for instruction and practice in the arts 
of life should be inaugurated. Industrial schools should be es-
tablished as an integral part of our system of public education. 
The labor of head and hand, of brain and muscle, should be 
coordinated in bringing forth the joint products of human industry 
and skill. Labor should be taught as a duty, and, if need be, 
enforced as a habit of daily life. Other and older nations have 
grasped this truth, and are giving it effect in the establishment 
of industrial schools. Our agricultural colleges, ostensibly 
created to accomplish these beneficent ends, are affording a mas-
terly illustration of the way not to do it. They are above and 
beyond the masses. But few of those for whom these colleges 
were designed are found within their walls, and they are there to 
be educated above the paternal calling, not itt it and for it. For 
the industrial classes that make up the masses, we need industrial 
elementary schools that shall be within their reach and adapted 
to their circumstances. Shall we have them? 
THE SPELLING REFORM FROM A PUBLISHER'S 
STANDPOINT. 
O. C. BLACKMER, Prest. Adams, Blackmer & Lyon Pub. Co., Chicago. 
IN the' Report on Spelling, adopted by the American Philologi-cal Association, at its last annual meeting, is the following: 
. "The ideal of an alphabet is that every sound should have 
Its own unvarying sign, and every sign its own unvarying sound." 
"The Roman alphabet is so widely and so firmly established in 
use among the leading civilized nations that it can not be ~is­
placed; in adapting it to improved use for English, the efforts of 
scholars should be directed towards its use with uniformity and 
in conformity with other nations. " 
At the International Convention for the amendment-of the 
English orthography, which met in Philadelphia last year, the 
committee on new letters for the ph01~etic alphabet reported that 
"they arrange the vowel letters, so far as they deem advisable, 
in pairs, short and long, and propose that the long shall be 
formed from the short by a slight modification, for instance, an 
added stroke or an indentation, and use the old form for short 
. letters. " 
Looking ' through Dr. March's admirable address, delivered 
befo.re the Spelling Reform Convention, I find the following sug-
gestlOns as to how best to inaugurate and carry out the reform in 
the ~se of the new letters. He says: 
"It is tlwught that it will be hard to introduce this scheme;. 
that the printers can. not use it for want of types, and that no 
one can read it without study. These objections have forte 
against the sudden use of the whole scheme, but may be met by 
i!s. gradual introduction, and by temporary expedients. Three 
.1lI~e.s of movement are needed, one to render the .new types fa-
miliar to the public, a second to carry out the system of uniform 
use of all the letters, a third to drop silent letters. Something 
may be done in each line at once, but the first naturally leads the 
way. The new letters may be substituted for the old ones which 
they resemble, when the old ones have the intended sound, with-
out embarrassing any reader; and when the new letters have be-
come familiar, they can be gradually used whenever their sounds 
occur. " 
Wishing to aid the movement in Dr. March's first line, and 
looking at the Reform through a publisher's eyes, I began to 
search for an alphabet which 'should fulfill the conditions above 
required; at the same time remembering that many of my 
p1ltrons are indifferent, if not hostile, to the Reform, that an "al-
tered orthography will be unavoidably offensive to those who 
are first called upon to use it," and that, hence, I must not in-
troduce to my readers any very unusual looking characters. If 
the hat and boots are new, the coat and pants must have a fa-
miliar look; nor must I allow Mr. E. to come in on his head and 
clailll that he is Mr. U. 
I have applied the Darwinian theory of "selection" to the 
many new and' excellent forms of letters suggesfed, and have 
" evolved" an alphabet that I am willing to introduce to my 
readers, believing that they will not be shocked by the acquaint-
ance. If 'this alphabet does not substantiate another of Mr. 
Darwin's theories-tIthe survival of the fittest," I trust it will 
prove to be, at least, the "connecting link." to' something better. 
Some of these letters PROPOSED ALPHABET, 
VOWELS AND D1PTllONGS. 
are not as systematical as 
I could wish, for I was 
obliged to cut them into 
shape with a jack-knife, 
and I am not as handy 
with that instrument as 
i e as in mit, mit; me, me. 
e G " met, met; mate, mate. 
a a "fat, fat; fare, fare. 
a ( I "ask, ask ; arm, arm. 
tl u "but, bl't ; burn, hurn. 
('fUT 
o 0 
U 1Jl 
" 
" 
" 
" 
not, 
gbey, 
pull, 
pine, 
n(l t; 
obey; 
pull; 
pine ; 
nor, 
note, 
rude, 
nan, 
n0te. 
fUlde. 
was Jim Fenton, who, 
when asked by the doctor 
if he had ever 'seen a 
('fi 
"pineal gland," respond- au 
" 
" 
noise, M'ise; 
house, hause; 
ed promptly, "I . make tt " music, mllsic. 
'em. I whittle 'em out Examples of the use of e and u. 
evenin's, ye know." But we he the see s~at seize siege 
let some punch-cutting deny receive believe 
artist take them in hand, up us sun must rung cluster 
and I believe there will husky plunder subvert husband 
be such a strong family resemblance to the old letters, that they 
will say, "Behold our lo'ng-lost brothers, come home to help us!" 
It will be noticed that my vowel-scheme rliffers from the score 
or more submitted to the Philological Association, especially in 
the characters used to represent the long sound of e, as in me, 
and the sounds of 1t in but and burn. In most of the other 
alphabets, long e is represented by some form of i, and short u 
. by a turned e, thus, d. 
With these types one would print as follows: ThI boy may 
bI hdngry, bdt hI m;)st not Iat thI ndt. If I should so use, or 
misuse, types in my publication, my readers would have reason 
to think 1 had introduced a new language, or that the letters had 
been on a spree. But I could print, The boy may be hungry, 
. but he must not eat the nut-and have the change scarcely 
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noticed. In the August number of my child's paper, "TIle 
Little Folks," I use these two new lette.rs when the old ones, 
which they resemble, have the required sound. 
I fear that the idea of a continental vowel-basis is pushed too 
far- so far that the common people will not follow, and we pub-
lishers can not use the alphabet. As the English people must in-
augurate and complete this Spelling Reform, and must bear all the 
brunt of the battle, why not, so far as possible, give them their 
old familiar weapons to fight with? Why insist that the long 
sound of e shall be represented-at least in this initial stage of 
the reform-by the continental i? Is not this character, e, su-
perior in every respect? There is enough of the continental i 
in the first part, and of the English e in the last part, to satisfy 
both parties. Let us unite on this character. 
Again" it will be impossible for us to use a turned e for the 
sounds of zt in the words but and burn. We must have some-
thing that looks like the old u. I am awi re that the sound of u 
in bum is now represented by many other letters and ' combina-
tions, as in the words Iter, fir, odor, satyr, earth, etc., etc., but 
in the character I propose for this sound, one can see suggestions 
of nearly all of them. These three letters seem to me to fulfill 
all the conditions required, and I hope they. will be adopted. 
The Spelling Reform, at its best, is a bitter pill to the great 
mass of the people, and if we expect success the pill must be 
sugar-coated and homreopathic in size. The change must be 
very gradual, with letters that are familiar and attractive. 
The first great want is types with ~vhich to acquaint our readers 
with the new letters. These will be forthcoming as soon as there 
is a demand for them. Type-founders will make the new punches 
if they can sell the type. Four dollars will pay for a new punch. 
Fifty dollars will supply punches for the new vowels in the lower 
case of the most frequently used fonts . 
'Nor will this change of types' be so expensive to the publishers 
of magazines, and books, and newspapers, as is supposed. The 
life of ordinary type under the press will not average more than 
three years. We are constantly purchasing more or less new 
type to supply the wear and tear ' of the old. As all the old 
vowel letters will be used in the new spelling, no types .need be 
thrown away. If publishers favorable to this reform will expend 
a few dollars for one new letter, and will begin to use it, all the 
rest will follow in due time. . 
We are all awaiting the action ot the American Philological 
Association, and of the Spelling Reform Association, at their 
next annual meeting. With the endorsement of such bodies, 
representing the best scholarship of the country, we could pre-
sent these new letters to our readers, and confidently expect to 
ha,ve our drafts on their prejudices honored. 
Contributions. 
THE" NORMAL PROBLEM" IN MICHIGAN. 
C. F. R. BELLOws,..state Normal School, Ypsilanti, Michigan. 
IN our last article, we considered in a rather general manner the appropri -ate work, as ,we conceive it, of the normal school, and the urgent need 
there is of earnest and united effort on the parl of all connected with 'normal 
schools to bring those schools, as far as possible, into their proper relation 
with the other parts of our educational system. It is the design of the present 
paper to indicate somewhat specifically what we believe to be the true line 
of operation in the solution of the "normal problem," as it seems to pre-
senf itself here in Michigan. The data from which such a consideration 
must proceed in any given case appear to us to be: (I), the present ability 
of the public or academic sch,ools to afford the ,requisite preparation for true 
normal school work, and (2), whatever may seem to be necessary that the 
normal school should do in order to meet most perfectly the current wants of 
the public schools, and also to provide suitably for their further development 
and continued growth. What can the schools teach to-day, and how well, 
and what, now poorly taught or not at all, ought they to be able to teach well 
to·morrow, are the questions upon which the whole matter rests. 
The first of these inquiries is a question of fact ascertainable by almost any 
one, by a simple inspection; the. second is one rather of opinion, and, as such, 
to be determined by the wisdom and good judgment of those chiefly who are 
charged with normal school work. 
The problem under consideration is thus a question as to the relation, on one 
hand, of the public school to the normal school, and o"n the other, of the 
normal school to the public school. To determine correctly these reciprocals 
is the solution sought. 
By the public school is meant our system of popular education embracing, 
(I), what we shall call the district school, and (2) , the different classes and 
grades of what are termed graded schools. Each of the divisions herein in-
volved has its own particular relation to the normal school, and also, ,on the 
other hand, the normal school has a certain relation to it. Of course, it is 
meant, in speaking of the relation of schools, to refer to the relation of the 
work of the one to that of the other, its connection and dependence. 
From these preliminaries, we now proceed to the consideration, first, of 
what the district schools can teach, and how well, as regards the dependence 
of the work of the normal school, they can do their work. According to 
general usage, the subjects pursued in the district school are reading, writ-
ing, orthography, arithmetic, grammar, and geography. Other studies are 
sometimes found, and one or more of the above may be occasionally wanting. 
Nevertheless, we may regard the branches named as constituting uniformly 
the district school course. Teachers are required by law to "possess a 
thorough and accurate knowledge" of those branches. • 
Here then are the two things-the studies forming the district school curric-
ulum, and a provision looking, as far as a knowledge of the subject matter of 
those studies goes, to the result of their being thoroughly and well taught. 
Of course the intention of the statutory provision may not always be fully 
realized. Indeed, it is known that even within the narrow scope of the dis-
trict school work .we often find very wide deficiency of knowledge on the part 
of teachers, and very poor service at their hands in the schools. The normal 
schools, however, virtually take no notice of this fact, since they nevertheless 
uniformly require as a condition of admission that applicants shall po~sess a 
good knowledge of each of the branches above named. 
It was thus generally assumed, and, so far as will be noticed, it constitutes 
a substantial aCknowledgment on the part of normal schools that the lowest 
branch of our public schools not only has a sufficiently full course, but also is, 
in the main, able to do ~ts work preparatory to that of the normal school in a 
quite acceptable manner. Thus, to the district schools the normal schools' 
practically say, "There is no need of our doing your work. It is out of our 
line in the first place, and in the second, the opportunities you afford are so 
accessible to all, and your ability to do what is required so ample, that it is 
unncessary for us to occupy your ground. We propose, therefore, to look to 
you for the suitable performance of your appropriate functions, to the end, 
that so far as the character and the succe.s of our work depend upon yours we 
may be able to execute our proper functions in a truly consistent and satisfac-
tory manner." 
The adoption of the customary requirements of admission to our normal 
schools is thus really a recognition on the part of those schools of a relation 
of the district school branch of our system to the normal school. Nor can it 
be a relation of any other than the lowest branch of our public schools, since 
it is only here that the subjects enumerated in the standards of admission con-
spicuously constitute the characteristic course of study. 
This brings us to the inquiry, what is the correspondi~g ot reciprocal re-
lation of the normal school to the district or lower grade schools? This 
relation can certainly be no other than that in which the normal school 
stands in a work of preparing teachers specially for these schools. Neither 
of the two ~elations can any more than answer to the other. And if one is 
expressed by certain requirements of academic knowledge of reading, writing, 
orthography, arithmetic, grammar, and geography only, then the other is to be 
measured by what the normal school needs to do in provision for the success-
ful teaching merely of those branches. Now we are not saying in this that 
the work of the normal school is that of preparing only teachers of the lower 
schools; but we are simply stating what we understand the second membe~ of 
t4e equation must be accordingly as the first is epresented by the customary 
<, 
, 
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requirements of admission to normal schools. Here is perceivable then, a de-
finite and tangible relation, and one thoroughly consistent with the true idea 
of a normal school, as universally admitted-a relation simply of a neces-
sary academic preparation on the one hand, and of a corresponding profes-
sional equipment on the other. 
Passing ntlw to a consideration of the relations between the higher branches 
of the public school and the normal school, we find the circumstances attend-
ing the question precisely analogous to those we have been contemplating. 
Answering to the legally .recognized primary school course above mentioned 
there are the equally well established courses of the higher or graded schools. 
A complete and thorQugh course of this kind has been carefully prepared un-
der the auspices of the Superintendents' Association, and has been adopted 
by nearly all the graded schools which had not already good and well ar-
ranged courses. Our public school system has become generally and quite 
highly developed. What the advanced grades of our schools can teach is as 
definitely determined as the similar question is in the case of the district 
schools. Moreover, the opportunities for academic preparation, even of a 
high order, are within the quite easy reach of all within our borders. 
But, if what we have been saying of the higher schools concerns rather 
what they teach than how well,' where shall we find the answer of the latter 
question? In this state, and doubtless as well also in others, we can find it 
precisely where we found the answer of the similar question concerning the 
lower schools, viz., in the established practice of the Normal School itself. It 
has peen the custom of the Michigan Normal School for a number of years 
now to ' receive graduates from the graded schools of the state witllOlit ex-
amination. Credit is given them as to all the academic work they have had 
in the schools from which they come, without a single question, only as it 
may be asked incidentally in connection with their professional work. A 
greater or les$ number of this class of students is graduated from the Normal 
School each Commencement, having completed at least the higher professional 
course of English studies, in one year. Here thus is a most unequivocal and 
emphatic indorsement of the ability of the higher schools to prepare students 
for the Normal School. 
, What then is the relation of those schools to the Normal School, and what 
that of the Normal School to them? Is it not that, on the one haml, which 
the higher schools sustain as the source of all that measure of advanced 
academic preparatlOn which is required for the higher professional work qf 
the Normal School, and, on the other, that in which the Normal School stands 
in the work of fitting such as already have the requisite advanced prepara· 
tion, for the corresponding positions of the teacher? 
If the solution of the problem we are considering means, as we understand 
it does, the reduction' of academic work in normal schools to a minimum, we 
can discover no other possible mode of procedure than by establishing, and 
, rendering thoroughly effective between each of the several distinct divisions 
of our academic ;chool system and the normal ~chool, such relations as we 
have now indicated, at two of the principal points of the series. This would 
' .necessitate the adoption of, say, four different courses of professional study. 
First, a course for the preparation of teachers for the rural schools, and for the 
primary departments of the graded schools; second, a course for teachers of 
the schools in the small towns or hamlets, and of the grammar school depart-
ments of the graded schools; third, a course for teachers of the high school 
departments of a class of graded schools having only English studies; and 
fourth, a course embracing modern and ancient languages for teachers of the 
highest positions in the public schools. 
With some such scheme of graded normal courses as this, and with the 
requirements of admission to each carefully gauged by the customary studies 
of the grade of school to which that particular course corresponds, the normal 
. problem may be solved. Otherwise, we are confident it never can be. This, 
of course, is said on the supposition that a plan is sought by which academic 
work .in normal schools shall be, as far as possible, avoided. If this is not 
what is wanted, if it must needs be that the work of the normal school be 
such as 'hall cause the school to draw as strongly as possible upon that class 
of persons whose chief object in attending school is the attainment of academic 
, knowledge, if summ~ries of students constitutt' a thing to be kept largely in 
view, if the best results of normal school work are necessarily dependent upon 
the pursuit of regular courses of academic study in the nonnal school, in short, 
if there is no normal problem really, then we should occupy very different 
ground upon this subject from that we find our. elves upon, and should ac-
'cord;ngly offer quite different suggestions probably from those we hdve at-
tempted to present. But, on the other hanel, if we have here a real question, 
if it be desirable that normal schools ~houl cl do considerably le,s of aea-
demic work than they are now doing, if the time is come when these insti-
tutions should rise up, and, shaking the dust of academic toil from their gar-
ments, should go over to the possession of their own goodly land, if, by con-
tinuing where they are, these schools are periling tpeir very existence, staking 
as it were, their lives in a desperate game which they are sure to lose, then we 
say we offer an answer to that question; we propose a plan believed to be en-
tirely feasible and fully adequate to the emergency in which, as it seems to 
many, our normal schools are becoming seriously involved. 
THE ADORNED SCHOOL ROOM AS A CIVILIZER. 
By A TEACHER. 
THE American child is a desecrator. Whether the petted offspring of wealth, or the halt·starved product of poverty, he loves to tear down 
where the children of other national.ities build, to mar what they beautify, 
to scorn what they revere, and to doubt what they believe. I speak of them 
as a class, and the untold experience of the American mother and teacher 
will bear me out. Certain idealists may object and urge instances of excep-
tions to the rule. Ah, how well we know those exceptions and love to think 
of them; for what is so lovely, so noble, so teachable as a gentle-willed 
American child-a child out of the type of American children. Let the ob-
jectors investigate the matter-teach a public school ten sears, or take charge 
of a growing family of boys, for instance-and they will conclude that for 
at least three years of his life, the American child is a desecrator. This 
three years comes just when he is most impatient of parental and pedagogical 
care and restraint, in that happy time, from twelve to fifteen, when all the 
world times its march to the individual's steps, when the boy feels himself to 
be the centre of the universe, and is inclined to use his assumed power. The 
world has not yet battered 011' the sharp corners of our little hero's theories 
and driven into his skull the hard lessons of experience. He knows but one 
representative land-America, and one representative citizen-himself. 
American children begin to think and theorize younger than others. As 
early as the age of twelve, the little miss and master are forming opinions on 
the gravest topics, shaping their characters-sowing their oats, it has been 
termed. God grant tney sow not wild oats, for the child's sowing makes the 
man's harvest. Now, they who harrow the ground can do much to regulate 
the sowing, a fact many teachers never seek to prove. If a mind be implan~ed 
with evil seed, the more it be cultivated, the worse for the man. Education 
must ~oot out wrong and fill its place with the good and true before it can 
command respect or merit support. 
But. I wander from my text. I started out to tell the young district teacher 
how to make her adorned school-room (such a pretty room as I tried to de-
scribe III a previous number of the WEEKLY) subserve this purpose of improving 
Young America. He is a desecrator of beauty and adornment quite as much 
as of other things, unless the one meets his views and the other is part of his 
suggestion. Now, the teacher must be something of a diplomat and over-
come this child's prejudices and enlist his sympathies while the work 
or beautifying the room is going on, which can be easily done, for he IS a 
sympathetic youth, who carries his heart in his hanel. If the work when 
completed meets the approval of the tiny critic, dear teacher, you have stormed 
and carried the fortress and have only to follow up your vantage an~ drive 
out many evils. 
First, begin the work of CUltivating order and neatness. Sermonize on clean 
floors, dusted desks, spotless bodies, brushed boots, teeth, and hair, and all the 
little points of order that the child-natural is in arms against . Get up popu-
lar sentiment on these points, and you have carried another fortress. Next to 
this come the fnendly talks on topics brought up by the pictures and objects 
in the room. I spoke before of the advisability of getting pictures from 
which conversations can be formed. You have them, now, hung in symmetrical 
groups-for beauty's sake, do not trust Young Arne ica for this; his ideas of 
' symmetry and proportion would drive Ruskin mad-and to fill up some after-
noon hour, tell the real or a fanciful sketch of one picture, always lllaki1lg a 
moral. 
If you are 1I0t a born story-teller, leave no effort untried until you perfect 
yourself in that accomplishment of all good teachers. Then let the children 
write out their thoughts on the moral. Don't be prosy nor apathetIc. Throw 
your heait into it, work on their feelings, summon up your mesmeric power, 
and you will be rewarded. The American child is the best listener, ques-
tioner, and refiector in the world, so long as you confine yourself to fact, but 
never talk trasll to him. Make your moral one to be respected, and let your 
sentiment he I' nre . noble , nnd rea$onahle. vVhen they re,.c1 their rude I ro-
~ 
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ductions, you will find your thoughts reflected with a thousand little glitters 
of added child-wisdom. There, in a half-hour, you have given them lessons 
in observation, attention, memory, reflection, judgment, writing, composition, 
and inculcated a new moral idea that goes away nestled under s un-bonnet and 
straw hat to be dwelt upon and experiemented ~n by nearly every pupil. 
More than this, you have drawn them nearer to you and cemented stronger the 
bond of sympathy that should clasp teacher and taught. What lessons in pat-
riotism, self-denial, and heroic endurance in good causes, can be instilled, from 
talks about Washington's picture! Here lies a sure foundation for civil ser-
vice refoml, though the superstructure cannot be reared for years. 
In nearly all country places nature has done much to beautify, and art little. 
Therefore, ruled hy that strange passion for novelty, minds are held by poor 
displays of art, though blind to gorgeous panoramas of field and wood. Your 
pictures will attract the child far more than setting sun or rare landscape. 
But you can lead him on from the little school-room lithograph to God's 
beautiful world. You can unseal his eyes to scenes that else he might have 
walked among all his life, and walked blindfolded. More, you can point the 
expanding mind" through nature up to nature's God." 
There are individual cases also which the teacher's good judgment will 
seize and point out beneficial methods. There are desolate homes in which 
these simple admomments will be copied and whose gloomy inmates wiII 
grow hopeful as their walls brighten. There are peculiar dispositions that 
will be strangely affected and require much attention. 
Think you the way too hard for your feet? Are y,?u too poorly paid or too 
little appreciated to take this burden? Think not of dollars and Gents; there 
is a better reward, an eternal recompense. The children will pay you in 
thankfulness, and make up in appreciation what their parents lack. Be earnest, 
toiling on. The district teacher has a great work to perform, a cheerless 
work ofttimes, but in the above article the writer has endeavored to point 
out the means of flooding the lonely way with sunlight. 
ABOUT FEMALE EDUCA TION.* 
M OTHERS,-this single word comprises a system of education. Napoleon 1. said: "Let it be your care to rear mothers who understand how 
to educate their children! ' And was he right? Celebrated mothers have 
excellent sons, what call not be asserted in the same manner of eminent men. 
The biography of the great men of history, science, and art, relate almost 
without exception to distinguised mothers who have laid the foundation of the 
high moral culture of their sons. Therefore, we must rear better mothers if 
we intend altogether to raise a better .generation. The mother is the priestess 
in the sanctuary of the family; she teaches the love of order, mildness of 
temper, assiduity, conscientiousness, love of truth, self-renunciation, faithful-
ness to duty, sacrifice, love, in one word-she creates the moral atmosphere of 
home. All this not by word, but by her ' example. Wpmen have published 
no so-called master-works, they have written no " Iliad," no " Hamlet," no 
" Paradise Lost," no" Jefllsalem Liberated," no "Tartuffe;" have built no 
" St Peter's Church," composed no " Messiah," sculptured no " Apollo Belvi-
dere" painted no "Day of Judgment," nei,ther invented algebra, nor the 
telescope, nor the steam-engine; but they have done something greater and 
better than all this, for on their knees are bred virtuous and truthful men and 
women, the noblest production of earth. The iamily is of the greatest im-
portance for the forming of character, and the mother again for the family. 
The child can do nothing but imitate what it sees. All is for it a paragon 
of behavior, language, habit, and character. Jean Paul says in his Levana: 
" The most important period of life for the child is the first years. Each new 
educator will perform less than his predecessor, till, at last, a circumnavigator 
of the globe will be less influenced by the nations he has seen, than by his 
mother." Models are of decisive importance for children, and if we will 
have noble character>. we must offer the children noble models. But the 
model that is constantly before the eyes of the children is the mother. 
It is not saying too much if one asserts that on the education of woman de-
pends in a high degree the happiness· or misery, the learning or ignorance, the 
culture or barbarism of a nation. "The poorest habitation which is ruled by a 
virtuous, assiduous, affechonate, arid neat woman, will be an abode of comfort, 
virtue, and happiness. It will afford man a sanctuary for his heart, an asylum 
f~om the tempest of life, a consolation ·in misfortune, and a pride in his hap-
piness." The influence of woman is the same everywhere. In all countries, 
her state influences the moral~, manners, and character of the people. Where 
woman is debased, the feople will degenerate, and where she is !Borally pure, 
*Translated from Erziehungs-BI;etter, No. 77. by Fred. H. Lohmann, Cave Creek, Texas, 
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the people wiII improve. "To educate woman is to educate man also; to ex-
tend her mental opportunities is to enlarge those of the whole community. 
For each nation descends from families, and all nations descend from 
mothers." 
The striving Ior the so-called emancipation of women is a morbid and un-
natural manifestation of our time, if by this is understood the same political 
franchises. But, it will be a right and pleasant manifestation if this means her 
emancipation from ignorance, folly, thoughtlessness; mania for fashion, power 
of habit, etc. If the subject is judged from this point of view, one will hail 
as a gratifying sight the study of women, and the establishment 'c;>f numerous 
high schools for girls. More and judicious learning only can accomplish the 
right emancipation, and help women to gain that rank in socillty to which 
their abilities entitle them. Man, to his own detriment, has made wisdom, 
the benefacfor of all, too much his monopoly. With the help of wil;dom he 
has liberated himself from the power of habits and..transmitted customs; but 
woman is still held captive in those fetters we call faith in authorities. " The 
consequence is that each man must press through the chaos of superstition 
which has been piled up during centuries, instead of his mother's lighting for 
him at the cradle the flame c;>f plain, but free truth." But how jnu succeed 
with this crowding work? The mother is the genius of domestic education, 
and domestic education is the school of character. 
Thus mankind will advance to a higher stage of civiliLation only when the 
mothers are better educated, and especially .more for the profession of educa-
tion. It is not sufficient that the mother shows love, submission, and sacri-
fice; the highest profession, pedagogy, demands also a sound understanding of ' 
the sciences. One may assert that the money appropriated for the education 
of men would be of more use for the development of mankind if applied for 
the education of the mothers of the coming ages. Generally, science serves 
men to earn their bread, mothers for the direct rearing of the coming genera-
tion to a better stage of culture. 
Though men have liberated them.elves from many erroneous opinions, yet 
most of them are not free from one delusion, namely: that the wife cannot 
bear the light of mental freedom. · "Neither shall you believe the fool who 
fancies that with dogma that ardent religiousness is lost which is so nece1sa-
rily becoming a female being. Dogma only reflects the religious conscious-
ness then existing. With the transformed ideal must change the mirror-
image also-it must then be that the mirror-image is taken for truth, and 
truth taxed with heresy." 
The wife shall learn sciences not to make a profession of tAem, but to 
achieve with conscientiousness the noble work of education. Then as the 
bodily existence of mankind rests on the wife's becoming a mother, so rests the 
sound mental development of mankind on the wife's being better enabled 
to perform her work of education. 
Finally, by this the wife will be enabled to advance science, and that 
science, especially which can obtain through the mother only a fitting material 
for observation and experience. This is the science of all sciences: education. 
To it the sentence of Gcethe refers: "The single man may have the liberty 
to occupy himself with that which attracts him, which affords him pleasure, 
which seems to him useful; but the proper study of mankind is man." 
Kant says : "Education is the greatest problem, and the most difficult one 
that can be proposed to man. . For insight depends upon education, and edu-
cation upon insight." 
The great pedagogical genius, F. Frobel, also characterized the art of edu-
cation as the most difficult one of all arts, and, like the profound philosopher 
Krause, mentions, as its only true aim, a sound and harmonious development 
of all the powers of man. Diesterweg is of the same opinion when he says: 
" If there exists a true, profound, and reforming art, it is the art of education." 
Marenholz-BUlow, the enthusiastic apostle of Frobel's kindergarten, remarks: 
"The reform of society depends upon its moral reform, and the latter chiefly 
upon a better state of education. If the results of education s~all be whole-
some, it must begin with the earliest childhood, which is controlled by the 
mother." 
But if the woman shall be trained as an educator, then must the instruction 
of the female sex change from that which it has heretofore enjoyed, and still 
enjoys. Above all, instruction must not be discontinued with the sixteenth 
year, but must be extended during the maiden age. · At present, the school- . 
ing of girls cannot be fin ished too soom, and, properly, it enables them only to 
attend ball, . Besides kitchen and handiwork, school them for domestic use-
fulnes,. Later the fatal playing on the piano is added ; and whoever still 
keeps a little desire f~r learning studies ianguages; for nothing is better 
adapted for an appearance of learning than a knowledge of languages. Now 
. , 
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they sudy French, etc., to read novels in the original. How preposterous! 
Woman, who is especially destined for a domestic circle, learns languages as 
if she were destined for a journey around the globe, and to enter upon com-
mercial business with foreign nations! I No!. 'What is of daily use to her, 
as housewife and nurse and tutor and educator of her children, shall be 
taught her: chemistry, natural philosophy, physiology, psychology, culminat-
ing in anthropology; after this, pedagogy, and the history of it. These 
branches should not be taught at seminaries for ' female teachers only, but at 
each high school for yom'g ladies. This would afford a thorough education, 
and not an apparent one only. Mothers with such an education only are 
capable of rearing a better generation. "Educated children could be born, 
when the parents were educated." 
A PLEA FOR PRIMARY TEACHERS. 
DELL SABIN, Milwaukee. 
I have heard many teachers express the opinion that anyone can teach a primary grade; there's no great talent required for that; and at each sep-
arate expression of opinion so insane, I long to put the speaker into a crowded 
room full of, say one hundred, lively, mischievous youngsters, just out of ba-
by-hood, and beginning to find out that their hands and feet have a use. 
Then, and not till then, will he learn, if indeed he can learn, that .more pa-
tience, tact, perseverance, love, and energy are needed in the tenth grade in 
one of our public schools than in any other. 
The little ones are unaccustomed to any but home discipline; they are un-
accustomed to remain 101li in one place, and unle.s the teacher knows her 
business, she wiII have a restless, discontented class. 
The children, as a general thing, have been accustomed to follow the dic-
tates of their own sweet will, as to how long they shall keep still, and when 
they shall play, all of their short lives; and yet on entering school they are 
put into seats which frequently are so high that the little feet dangle six inches 
from the floor; the back begins to ache, and the child is unhappy and cries. 
For one cause and another this occurs so often during the day that the worn 
out teacher longs to give up and.cry with them. 
Think of it for a moment. Two hundred little restless feet; two hundred 
little mischievous hands; one hundred little mouths, each trying to tell some-
thing to its neighbor, and then say, "Anyone can teach a tenth grade"-if 
you dare I 
In spite of your patient .efforts, there must be a certain amount of noise in 
the room, and if you teach in a ward where visitors are the exception and not 
the rule, and where a caller is as great a rarity as an elephant, may heaven 
~~! . 
The teacher naturally wishes her class to appear at the best advantage 
during one of these spasmodic visits, which, as fate will have it, usually occur 
in the afternoon_ 
Perhaps six or eight of the" olive branches" will be awed into a momenta-
I ry but deceitful calm as a stranger enters, but they soon recover and join the 
majority who only see fresh food for fun, and as you stop to exchange a word 
with your callers, fairly bubble over with glee, and bang rulers, and drop 
slates, with the utmost sang froid . . The visitors go away and remark, "No 
. power of government, poor thing!" when they may have just left the room of 
one of the best primary teachers in the ci ty_ 
May heaven grant us charity for such people. 
If people must visit, and they certainly ought, let them come often enough 
so that the sight of them will be no rarity to the pupils. That is the way, and 
the only way in which they can form a correct idea of either the teacher or 
her work. Let callers show a genuine interest in the welfare of the school, 
examine slates, and hear the little ones read, and the result \\rill be beneficial 
to both teacher and pupil. 
When we stop to think of the amount of ingenuity, patience, and love it 
takes to teach om child, it seems to me that the only wonder is that the tenth 
grades as a class are so well taught. 
The child, must have his faculties developed; and, were it possible, each 
separate child should be taught separately and by a different method, and of 
all things let beauty of expression be cultivated. 
This rerriinds me of a most laughable incident that occurred in my own 
,class, and I will give it. 
I had required each one to tell me of something that he saw on his way to 
school, as an exercise of their perceptive faculties and powers of description; 
and I overheard a conversation between tWO little Yankee six-year-olds which 
was pretty much as follows: 
Willy.-" What'd you see"smornin' to tell teacher 'bout?" 
Frank.-" Seed a horse. A dead one. What 'd you see ?" 
Willy.-" Did n't see nothin,' and I 'spect she'll scowL" 
Frm.k.-" Why, jest tell her you seen a cat layin' on a door-step." 
Willy.-" But she'll ask lots 0' questions all 'bout it." 
Frank.-" Wall, 'twas a black cat on the door-step a lickin' its paws, and 
then rubbin' her head. That's ' nuff." 
This was agreed to, and the little plotters trolted off. At the proper time, 
to see what the little fellow would make of his story, I asked him what he 
saw. I will leave out the corrections I made in hiS English, and give his 
answers as he gave them to me ; 
" Seed a cat." " What kind of a cat, "Villy?" He colored, but answered 
sturdily, "A black cat." 
" What did you notice about it? What was it doing ?" 
" It was a layin' on the door-step asleep." 
"But you have n't told me all about it yet, go on." 
" Wall, it lick.ed its paws and rubbed its ears." 
"While it was asleep ?" 
" There want no cat, nor no door-step, nor no nothi,,'! I maked it up all 
out mine own head and Frankie's." 
I am very much afraid I laughed. A thing more outrageous to do could 
. hardly be imagined; and yet, the suspicion haunts me, that I indulged in un-
timely mirth; and made the lecture on falsehood, which immediately suc-
ceeded, raSher more forced than it should have been. It would never do to 
make an editor out of that child. 
THE ARETHUSA . . 
S. P. BARTLETT, South Dartmouth, Mass. 
H URR Y and care are left behind for a little, and we are fortunate in having a delightful ramble before us, with a lovely wild Bower as a 
oarticular prize, within easy reach. Green are the June trees over Our heads, 
~ we follow the country road, winding pleasantly, edged with soft grasses, 
clean and bright, just budding into glossy spikdets, which brus~ the gold~n 
buttercups waving in the rippling breeze. Now and then a daiSy ~hows Its 
disc and star. As we go on, there come to be more plants and waYSide flow-
ers, for the road grows somewhat retired. Great bunches of ferns spread 
their beautifully tender sprays, never so perfect in tint and texture, as now,-
"pure leaves," as Thoreau named them. The lilac geranium is delicate 
enough to set her soft stems, and hang her lilac cups amid their pinnatifid fo : 
liage. Over the wall run blackberry garlands of green and white; graceful 
and sweet. Great sumac leaves spread palm-like into glossy growth, from 
their dry, gray branches. A little farther, and a pasture where blue iris has 
chosen to plant her flags and lances shows a rich, but unattractive array of 
bloom. This native iris is repellant, from its un wholesome qualities. Children 
should never be allowed to pick it. 
Bits of bayberry hedges, now shining new-leafed and crisp, intermixed 
with dark, soft, sweet fern, and fast-growing wild rose bushes, and presently 
we come to the damp meadow where we climb a low old wall of round New 
England stones, and seek our Arethusa, or, as the children say, the swamp 
pink. They well know where to search for this nymph of the hidden water 
springs-this daughter of }Eneas, our beautiful granddaughter of Venus her-
self-but they never dream they have f ound aught beside a dearly sweet and 
beautiful pink wild flower, cool and fair, growing from mossy hummock and 
grass-fringed mound, where early spring blossoms are falling away, leaving 
the little ground sparrow's nest with an open door when the mother bird flies 
up! Strawberries grow scarlet, every day, as June beams upon rock-warmed 
nooks; and grasses are getting long enough for the school boy to string them 
upon. 
We have soon a handful of large, rose-purple pinks-for I like my child-
hood's name far better than that of Diana's nymph, for our meadow pink. 
Let us see how it grows. 
The root is a solid corm, or bulb, imbedded in soft, wet moss, from the 
side of which ascends an erect, smooth stem; in small plants appearing leaf-
less, in the larger invested with a few alternate sheaths, with lanceolate 
points, the upper ones occasionally becoming a short, linear, spatulate, light 
green leaf. This stern is tipped with a single large, fragrant flower ; we may 
call it purple, and we may call it pink, and we may say it smells of mingled 
rose and violet; and then we have scarcely found its color· or its 
scent; it is remarkably rich in both. Perhaps it holds a tint of 
the brilliant Brazilian Cattleya, its far away cousin in the Orchidacre; 
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and it surely. gives more ·than a waft of aromatic vamlla, to which it may 
claim a bit nearer kinship. It is invested at base with a minute two bracted 
spathe. The lovely 'pink perianth, like many of the orchids, is somewhat 
ringent, the sepals and petals united at the base. Its beautiful lip is spurless, 
adnate to the column at base, the end bent downward, crested and variegated 
within as handsomely as the bearded Calopogon. 
Such is the Arethusa bulbosa, one of our most interesting and lovely wild 
flowers; remembered by all who ever dwelt near its haunts in childhood, with 
a craving that may not always be afterward gratified, when such days as these 
come, and one longs for a crystal dish of the cool, rosy-headed pinks to per-
fume the house with richness wild and exquisite. 
It will bring back old days, inevitably, to some dear hearts, upon whom we 
will bestow from our gathering, after the busy train and the bustling city have 
caught us again into the vortex; where, but for these' cool blooms, the country 
morning, and all it gives, would seem well nigh as fabulous as the beautiful 
myth of Arethusa at the fountain. 
====== 
MIND CULTURE-SECOND PAPER. 
J. FRAISE RICHARD, Republic, Ohio. 
THE great sin of the day is the mutilation of truth. Knowledge is dealt out hy piecemeal, torn from its proper connections and dependence. 
The unity of knowledge is destroyed. We hear 'much said in reference to 
"storing the mind with useful knowledge." To me the idea is repugnant, 
being intimately associated with that of a dnsty garret into which are crowde d 
old clothes, spi nning wheels, feather-beds, broken chairs, bedsteads, old 
brooms, etc. 
. Many of the school curriculums exhibit much of the same kind of storing, 
both as to matter and arrangement. The logical sequence of different de-
partments of knowledge is, apparently, a subject of no concern. They were 
conceived in the rubbish of the dark ages, and have been perpetuated by a 
classic reverence for the hoary past. AllolV me here to introduce a very sen-
sible remark by Mr. Tyndall, IVho has taken a modern view of this subject. 
" I do nl)t thi.nk that it is the mission of this age, or of any other age, to lay 
down a system of education which shall hold good for all ages. Let us never 
for~et that the present century has just as good a right to its forms of thought 
and methods of cnlture as any former centuries had to theirs, and that the 
same resources of power are open to us to-day as were open to humanity in 
any age of the world." 
But it is not sufficient that the mind should be well understood and the rel-
ative values of different kinds of knolVledge determined; these must be 
brought into contact; channels of communication must be established. The 
machinery and the raw materials must come together, so that the former may 
work upon the latter. This brings into requisition the subject of methods. 
These I would divide into methods of instruction and methods of govern-
ment. The former lie as the foundation of the latter, and a faih,re in them 
will inevitably result in a failure in the latter . 
As has already been intimated, knowledge is dealt out in garcels. Pupils ob-
tain but a limited view of things. Wo~ds! words!! everlasting words are ' 
dealt out by the pedagogic quack as quinine and calomel are by the medical 
quack. So many pages, so many paragraphs, so many words constitute the 
dose which the unsuspecting victim shall take at regular intervals. If, at the 
expiration of a given time the patient is not improved, why, then, a little more 
of the same kind. Let it be understood that this is called thorough teaching! 
This pedagogue regards the mind of the pupil as a vast storehouse, and 
himself as employed to scoop into it all manner of arithmetical and algebraic 
roots and equations, grammatical puzzles, geographical productions, histori-
cal absurdities, and theological nonsense. No winnowing process is indulged, 
but all the varieties that come under his notice are scooped indiscriminately 
into the common' receptacle. This is the common method, and I appeal to 
the observation (I dare not say experience) of everyone to say whether the 
picture is not a familiar one. Is not the mind regarded as a vast reservoir for 
the reception of an unlimited supply of materials of all grades and characters, 
-a sheet let down, perchance, from heaven, in which are beasts, birds, and 
all manner of creeping things? 
Having thus far played largely the part of a cynic, I desire to give affirma-
tively a few 
CONDITIONING PRINCIPLES 
with the hope that their acceptance will be the' immediate result of a plain 
enunciation. 
I. The mind must be worked in harmony with its own constitution and 
its relations and dependence upon the body and surrounding conditions. 
2. To kno1V ho1V to know is infinitely more important than to know, and to 
train in this direction by actual practice is the imperative duty of all grades 
of schools. 
3. All methods of instruction are irrational that do not observe the natural 
order of mind·development, and recognize the kind of mental pabulum needed 
at each stage. Says Paul (Heb. 5: 14), " Strong meat belongeth to them that 
are of full age,-those who by reason 0/ uu Izave their smses .exerciud to dis-
cern both good and evil." 
4. Schools should train pupils by actual practice to examine both sides of 
every question, and to hold the decision in abeyance till all available facts 
are collated by a fair induction. Says the Phrenological Jou~nal for March, 
.1874: "Total freedom from prejudice is found only in minds of the noblest 
type; and in proportion as men rise in the scale of manhood, do they intui-
tively recogmze tne truth 01 Scnpturt: that all nations are of one blood, and 
that universal brotherhood is the ideal and the normal condition of the human 
race; and so they live not for themselves but for others." The inductive 
system of teaching, which is the means of securing this desirable result, must 
be assiduously cultivated. 
5. The great principle that truth is more important than victory, unless vic-
tory results from truth, must be recognized and enforced. 
6. The interchange vf sentiments on all subjects, educational, religious, so-
cial, and political, lies at the basis of social progress and happinsss, and 
can and should be inculcated in school life. 
7. School training must, by every possible device, show the loveliness of 
knowledge ; must recognize the unity existing in the domain of nature; must 
put into the.mind of the pupil, a holy, living impulse which shall carry him 
on to higher and more accomplished attainments; must beget a hungering and 
thirsting for the fountains of knowledge and goodness. 
8. Science, which is knoweledge thoroughly classified with respect to prin-
ciples, must be constantly taught. Every knowable thing in the universe is 
connected with every other knowable thing, and can be fully understood only 
when those connections are fully recognized. Subject teaching, the only ra-
tional, thorough teaching in existence, must ;supplant the memoriter style al-
ready referred to. 
9. Motives, the springs of action, must be s~ught and analyzed, and human 
nature treated in harmony with the principles of human nature. 
10. The living present ratheIO than the dingy past; modern ideas and im-
provements rather than the effete notions of antiquity; the dem:lll:ls of our ad-
vancing civilization merit the earnest study and judicious adoption of our 
schools. 
Who then is sufficient for these things ? 
Musical Department. 
Editor, W. L. SMITH, East Saginaw, Michigan. 
MUSIC IN THE HIGH SCHOOLS OF BOSTON. 
IN the high schools, of wjlich there are six within th~ limits of Boston, music of a higher and more difficult order is taken up for practice, and 
some knowledge of harmony and of musical composition is imparted. The 
course begins with a review of the work done in the grammar schools. 
Singing at sight constitutes the chief study of the junior classes, and th~ 
faculty of thinking music, i. e., the thinking of sounds without singing, is 
carefully cultivated. A short solfeggio is written upon the blackboard, and 
the pupils are then requested to look at the exercise and to mentally con-
ceive how it would sound. Great importance is attached to this study, tend-
ing, as it does, to bring the mental faculties more and more to bear upon 
music. The training of the eye, hardly less important in music than in draw-
ing, is much facilitated by this practice. A most excellent exercise, which has 
come to be very popular in the high schools, is then introduced. It consists ' 
in the dictation of musical phrases from the piano. Each pupil is furnished 
with a book properly ruled for music, and is required to write down or report, 
as it were, the phrase as it comes from the piano; at first only with reference 
to the interval sound, then with reference to time, and finally, they are obliged 
to write a phrase complete with reference to interval time and proper expres-
sion. The books are not taken home, but are used in the periodical examina-
tions, serving as a fair record of the scholar's progress. In order to cultivate 
correct taste only works of the best masters are studied. These are carefuily 
analyzed before putting them to practice, and their course of modulation, as 
w.ell as their general construction, is explained. The middle and senior 
classes receive some information co ncerning the . nature and character of the 
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orchestral instruments, and when feasible they are made acquainted, in the 
form of short lectures, with the lives and chief works of the great classical 
composers and their influence upon musical art. Great care is exercised in 
the management of the voice of girls, as well as boys. "I am satisfied," 
says Mr. Eichberg, " that the voice of a girl from twelve to senventeen years of 
age requires all the more careful managem~nt, from the very fact that, not 
suffering like a boy from an almost absolute impossibility to sing, she is 
likely to over-exert herself, to the lasting injury of both health and voice. It 
has always been my aim to secure beauty rather than strength of tone, satis-
fied, as I am, that no one can r'easolubly expect from a young girl of fifteen 
the ripened vocal powers of a singer perhaps ten year. her elder." The effect 
of this temperance in singing is seen in the improved quality of tone noticeable 
ill the last few year.. It is seen, we are told, in the Handd and H :lydn So-
ciety, many of the member. of which are gradllates of the Girls' High School. 
A prime cause of the overstr,linill,; of the voice,-" show singing,"-does not 
form part of the Boston cour.e. 
A correspondent say.: "The result of a visit to several of the schools of 
q.ifferent grades was to confirm my impressions of the value of this system, 
when properly taught. I doubt if the little children in the lower classes of 
the primary schools, who sang the scale with such evident pride, will be able, 
when they grow up, to remember any easier when they learned to read music 
than when they learned to read print. Here, in the upper primary classes, 
were ragged children from the 'North End,' some of them newsboys and 
bootblacks, able to read off the notes and sing correctly solfeggios which they 
had never seen before. The progress in the grammar schools was equally 
m~rked; and in the high schools, the result was surprising." . 
Perhaps there are those who have no music in themselves who will grumble 
at the outlay necessary to teach music in the school.. But no study pays a 
better interest in the city trhich provides it. The little ragamuffin from the 
North End cannot fail to be mellower and more plastic to good influencei 
from .breathing this musical atmosphere, and this culture must have its effect 
in elevating the musical standards of the whole community. Boston is doing 
a good work in basing its musical instruction on the works of the best masters, 
and giving the ephemeral trash of the day the go-by. On the whole, we do 
not believe the School Committee, though" hoping in future to demonstrate a 
still higher degree of progress," were at all immodest when they said that 
they believed this to be " the simplest, most effective, and least expensive plan 
of public musical instruction yet devised." 
\ 
Correspondence. 
THE CAPITAL OF WEST VIRGINIA. 
To THE' EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
THE" correction" by J. P. Y. in THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, No. IS, page 179, contains two erroneous statements. The first is in the latter 
part of the statement, "Wheeling is, and ever has been the capital of West 
Virginia." The second is in the" reason" given. 
Having been a resident of West Virginia for the last twelve years, I am 
prepared to state the facts in the case. To make assurance doubly .sl,l~e! I 
wrote to a friend of the legal profession resident at Clarksburg, \Vest Vlrglllla, 
asking for the exact date of the" capital removals." The following is a sum-
mary of his statements, which may be relied upon as strictly accurate. 
. February 26, 1869, the Legislature of West Virginia passed an act H per-
manently " locating the seat of government for that state at Charleston. This 
act provided in itself that it should take effect on the the first day of April, 
1870. Charleston built a court house, and rapidly grew into the proportions 
of a city. 
In due time the " Mountain Boy" appeared at the wharf at Wheeling, re-
ceived on board the archives etc., of the state, and about the loth of April, 
drew up at the wharf of Charleston. Matters stood thus till February 20, 
1875, when the Legislature said : 
" Whereas, It appears to the Legisla,ture that the capital of the state should 
be locat<!d at a convenient point; therefore, Be it enacted by the Legislature 
of West Virginia: 
" I. That on and after the expiration of ninety days from and after the pas-
sage of this act, until hereafter otherwise provided by law, the seat of govern-
ment of West Virginia shall be at the city of Wheeling. 
. "2. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent herewith are repealed." 
Accordmgly the capital was again located at Wheeling. 
At the late session of the Legislature, March 1st, 1877, a bill was passed 
prodiving for submitting the question of "permanently" localing the capital 
to a vote of ilie people. The bill provides iliat the only places voted for shall 
be' .C~arleston, Martinsburg, and Clarksburg. If any place shall receive a 
majority of the votes cast, the Governor shall issue a proclamation declaring 
that such place "is decided J o be, and shall be, the capital on and after the 
first day of May, 1885," the capital in the meantime to remain at \\,h"e1 ing. 
If there is no election on the vote taken in August, the place rtcei\'ing Ihe 
lowest vote shall be dropped, .and a second vote shall be taken at the gener~l 
election, October, 1878. In case of a tie on that vote, the Board of Pubhc 
Works shall decide wp.ich of the places shall be the capital after May I, 1885. 
Such are the provisions of the late bill. 
The only litigation in regard to the location of the capital was a chancery 
suit by the Charlestonians, in which they enjoined the Governor and every· 
body else from removing the archives etc., from Charleston. The. suit was 
grounded on a clause in the new cOl13titution providing that the seat of govern-
ment should be at Charleston until permanently located elsewhere. They, the 
Charlestonians,.alleged that the removal to Wheeling was only a temporary 
location. The courts decided against them. M. STURM. 
TERRE HAUTE, IND., June 18, 1877 . 
H. N. Mertz writes substantially the same from Wheeling. It will be ob-
served, then, that 'Wheeling is the capital at present, and will remain so for 
the next eight y'ears, but no longer.-EDITOR WEEKLY. 
THAT "OLD PUZZLE" REVIVED. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
YOUR issue of May 31st contains two criticisms on the solution I gave of the" Old Puzzle." If denouncing a solution as a fallacy, and endeav-
oring, by an ingenious and fallacious cours~ o~ reasonin~, to prove it such, is 
conclusive, then may not any theory or principle that IS not comprehended 
share a like fate? 
Our friend, Mr. Davidson, proclaims in italics that no less than twenty-
seven times have we asserted that x=3 andy=2, before we reach the equa-
tions giving the values of these unknown quantities. This swe~ping statement, 
like his reasoning, is an illustration of the reckless use to whIch figures and 
words may sometimes be put. Algebraic solutions involve the combination 
of numbers and there is no law excluding the one that happens to be the 
answer. A careful study of the solution will reveal a plan, in accordance 
with which the transformations should be made, which does not necessarily 
involve a knowledge of the answer at the outset; thoug~ ~llle well versed in 
mathematics will discern from his work what the result Will be found to be, 
at an early stage of the process. The plan referr~d to. may perhaps suggest 
itself from a study of the solution at the cl<?se of th.IS artlc~e. 
To guess at the answer, or to determme by lllspectlOn, a~ he sa,ys any 
school boy can readily do, is not to .solve the puzz~e at all, whIch eVidently 
re uires the solution by use of ordmary mathematlcal processes. . 
the fact that we did not find all the roots need not prevent o~r trYlllg to 
find one for each unknown quantity; neither beca~se l': method _Will not solve 
I f a kind are we precluded from uSlllg It for partlcular classes. every examp eo . . I d' 
S ecial examples and puzzles, of course, ma~ reqUire specla . expe lents, and 
tte artifice used in solving one may not be .sUlted t? every problem you can 
name of the same general class. For Illustratlon, take example 4, page 
R ' H ' her Algebra' change I IX to lOX, and can the gentlemen then 220, ay s Ig ' . h d' ? If ' 11 
solve the problem by the method given on t ~ prece lllg page not, WI 
he ruthlessly denounce the method as fallacIOUS? Th~ 7ili exampi e, p~ge 
218, gives, as there solved, two answers, but there are SIX. Is t?e solutlOn 
incorrect or unworthy of the name, because all the roots are not given? 
If our Oswego friend will consult al~y reputa?le author on the Theory of 
Equations, he will learn that an eq~atl.on of thiS form (x-3)(x~+3xl-I3 
..1'-38)=0, will be satisfied by substltUtlllg for the un~nown quantlt~ the roots 
found by placing each factor equal to zero, and solvmg the resultmg equa-
tions. ' The fact that the value of x, which we found by placing x-3=0, 
will not reduce the second factor to zero, is not at all surprising, if rightly 
understood. If we subsl;itute 3 for x in the first factor, its value becomes 
zero, and hence the first member of the equation reduces to zero, and the 
equation is satisfied. If we substitute in the second factor any of the values 
of X , obtained by placing tbat factor equal to zero, this factor will become 
zero and the equation is again satisfied . 
The values of the unknown quantity, obtained by placing each factor equal 
to zero, may not be numerically equal, nor need they be-as each set, if 
rig~t1y substituted, reduces the first member of the equation to zero. . 
The expression (XS+3X2_13x -38) is made up of the continued product 
of X minus each of the othe roots, of each of the equations found therein; 
and if we divide it by x minus one of the roots, the quotient will contain the 
continued product of X minus the remaining roots of the equation. 
In the course of his reasoning the gentleman says, that if x=3, then 
(x-3)7=0, and, if we ~ivide both terms [memberS] by x -3, we have 7=0. 
wr e beg to differ with him; for if x= 3, then the first factor becomes zero, 
and when multiplied by 7, still remains zero, and we have forthe result 0=:,0, 
which divided by (x -3)-which equals zero-gives %=%,which conclu~lOn 
does not warrant us in saying that 7 =0, as these are symbols of indetermma-
tion. Had he divided both members by 7, he would have obtained for a re-
sult *=*' which gives 0=0, knowing that x=3. 
If exception be taken to our using the expression "dividing both m~mbers 
by (x3+3x2 - 13..1' -38)," we reply, we have authority for the use of It-s~e 
Olney's Complete Algebra, page 364. If the gentleman still obje~ts to Its 
use, hCJw will this suit him? Add to both members, 3(xs+3x " - 13x- 38) ; 
-and we have x(xs+3x' -I3x-38 )=3(X3 +3x"-I3x -38); dividing a5 be-
fore. we obtain 3 for the value of x. 
We offer the following modified ,ulution, which, on some accounts, may be 
considered preferable to the other: 
x'+Y=lI} y=l l-x'} 
y~+x=7 Y=Vi-x 
II-x"=\7- x ; (II-X2 )"=7--'; 
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[2+(9-X2)]"=7-x; 4+4(9-X2)+(9-X2)2=7-x; 4(9- XI )+(9-X2 )1 
-,-(3-x)=o; (3"":x) [4(3+X)+(3+X)2(3- X) -I)]=O; (3-X) (38+I 3X"":' 
3xl-xS)=o; x-3=o; (38+I3X-3XI_XS)=o; x=3; y=~. 
In using this method we must separate (II-Xl) into SUGh parts, that the 
simple number, when we have squared, combined with (7-x), when the lat-
ter is transposed, will give a factor that will be found to be common to all the 
terms. W. W. DEARMOND. 
DAVENPORT, IOWA. 
THE SOUND OF "A" IN ENGLISH. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
PROF. SALISBURY'S fear that I would not be pleased with the resnlt of his communication is well founded. ' With your permission, I will 
write something further of the pronunciation of a. 
To begin with, a before re, ir, is pronounced as short a lengthened, by the 
,reat mass of the American people. Dr. Webster himself regarded th~ dif-
ference between that method and his own-i. e., long a before er-as unim-
portant. A note in a recent edition of \Vebster's Dictionary, referring to the 
former method, states as follows: "If well executed, however, it is scarcely, 
if at all, inferior to the other." Why, then, should the attempt be made to 
,bend the usage of the great mass to that of the few, thus creating great con-
fusion? Why should not" the scholarly few" adopt the usage of the im-
mense majority, including perhaps many scholarly persons, and hav.e harmony 
instead of diversity and confnsion? 
A in such words as dance, raft, class, etc., is pronounced as short a length-
ened, by the great majority of the people of our country. It has been nere: 
tofore so classed by orthoepists. 
As to the point that the sound 'our people give to a in the words above .. 
mentioned is not short a lengthened, but a distinct sound, I must say that' I 
cannot distinguish any eosential difference between the sound of a in dan , 
can, ran, etc., and that of a in dance, chance, etc., as commonly uttered. 
Webster wrote, "The French and Italians, whose languages are so popular 
in Europe, have never attempted to teach the sounds of their letters by a sys-
tem of notation embracing the finer sounds of the vowels." The beautiful 
French language has but two sounds of a, short a and Italian a; the elegant 
Italian but one, Italian a. A note in the Dictionary states, "In England an 
intermediate sound between short a and Italian a seems to be unknown." 
Walker was disgusted with the pronunciation of such words as fast, g rass, 
answer, etc., as though spelled fahst, grahss, ahmwer, and marked the a 
in such words as short a . Short Italian a is an innovation. 
I fear that diversity, confusion, and" patois" will follow the persistent 
effort to secure the use of either Italian or short Italian ' a in such words as 
dance, ask, raft., etc. Instead of trying to simplify our language, some of our 
teachers are striving to make it more complex. It is possible that, " as civ-
ilization and life itself increase in complexity, spoken language will also grow 
more complex." New words applicable to new objects' will be added, but 
that there w,ill be any need of adding new elementary sounds is not proba-
ble. Dr. Webster's main principle was, that the tendencies of our language 
to greater simplicity, and broader analogies, ought to be watched and cher-
ished with the greatest care. He felt, therefore, that whenever a movement 
toward wider analogies and more general rules had advanced so far as to , 
J,eave but few exceptions to' impede its progress, those exceptIOns ought to be 
.set aside at once, and the analogy rendered complete. Let us, therefore, set 
:aside short Italian a. ' Let us not have one language for the school-room and 
:another for the home, the street, and familiar conversation. The only nece3-
.sity for it is the fictiti~us assumption that the language is being refined by 
being rendered complicate. We can have a language easily acquired and 
spoken with uniformity by all, or we can have a language spoken by the ed-
ucated aristocratic few-that is, w/lm they think of it-and another spoken 
by the mas.ses. Which will be the" patois?" 
EDWARD LoWTH. 
COLUMBUS, WIS. 
SOME NOTES ON THE TELEGRAPHIC SYSTEM AND THE RAIL-
ROAD SYSTEM, NOT TO SPEAK OF THE METRIC SYSTEM. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
BEFORE reading the" Notes on the Metric Systeni" in your issue of June . 14th, by Mr. T. I. Foot, the utility and the feasibility of adopting the 
. .system in this country seemed to me quite apparent. The weighty objections 
.prese~ted in those notes unsettle my mind even with respect to the tele-
,graphiC system and the railroad system. By referring to the article in ques-
. tion the parallels are observable. 
First. "The time claimed as saved is at least partly, if not, taking all 
things mto account, wholly balanced by the time lost in pronouncing some of 
the terms." \ 
Thus I can say "mail" or " stage" a great many times III a minute; but 
·think of the time consumed in uttering so many times" telegraphic dispatch," 
." railroad train" etc. [Note. Mr. Foot seems to think" pint" and" double 
deka-liter" abont synonymous. "Think; for instance, of. sending out your 
,servant for two double deka-liters of milk [40 quarts] and of the probability of 
her ever appearing again! " ] . 
Second. "A side point of oblique opposition." Since the longest ,way 
round is the nearest way home, let us adopt the Chinese alphallet and travel 
by wheel ,u:lrrows. How annoying it is to be asked by a telegram to take 
,an early train ! 
Third. "'1'('1 summons the other A:lnk ('I n~et." ~ince the decimal system of 
money is all wrong because we use halves and quarters, we ought not to use the 
telegraph and the railroad. [Note. This logic may be lame but Mr. Foot's 
is not !] 
Fourth. "Not to press the last point," the telegraphic and the railroad sys-
tems are " the highly artijiciallllanufactured (I) product of a most artificial 
people." 
Moreover. There is nothing in nature to indicate thal we ought to travel 
by steam or communicate our thoughts by electricity. 
Hence let us abandon those systems, the inventions of a wicked age, let us 
return to the En~lish system of money, and let us hasten slowly towards the 
use of 
A. METER. 
Note. These observations should have been given the world a week earlier. 
The author blames himself for the stupidity which delayed his immediate con-
viction on reading the notes by Mr. Foot. 
WORCESTER, June 25, 1877. 
Note 2. This date should be expressed in Roman numbers: 
June XXV., A. D. MDCCCLXXVII. 
The ' notation wrongly in use is decimal, and has come ' from the barbaric 
Arabs. 
QUERIES. 
9. If the Metric system is ever to be adopted, why does not the govern-
ment have all surveys of public land made in conformity to it? Such a course 
would insure its adoption in new territories, and Simplify subsequent measure-
ments. . I. N. STEWART. 
10. A book and slate cost 30c; Yz the cost of the book, increased by Yz 
the difference between the cost of the book and slate, equals the cost of the 
slate; what is the cost of each? An arithmetical solution required. 
JOSEPH BERGEN. 
1 I. Is it correct to write thl! possessive plural of sheep and deer, skeeps' and 
deers' ? If not, how should they be written? . 
12. In what case is "President" in the following sentence, and why? 
"Washington was elected President by the people." 
13. "Race" is in what case in the sentence, " He ran a race?" 
14. What part of speech is "like" in the sentence, "The ground lifts like 
a sea?" -
IS. Analyze these sentences and parse the italic words . (a)" Are 
these worth nothing more?" ( b) " He is worth a million." 
16. Is the following a complex or a compound senten ce? 
" Not a truth has to art or to science been given, 
But brows have acl}ed for it, and souls toiled and striven." 
17. Is this sentence correct? "It is said to have been him." 
18. "I think it wilt rain to-day." "I think so, too." What part of speech 
is" too?" 
19. "The winds set the wheel a whirling." What part of speech is 
"whirling ?" 
20. If equals be multiplied by equals the products will be equal, is one of 
the axioms to be found in nearly every arithmetic. Now, according to this 
axiom, how is the following to be explained? I foot square = I square foot 
is true. Now, if both members of this equality be multiplied by 3, tile re-
suit will be 3 ft.sq. = 3 sq. ft., which is not true . 
21. Reduce 5~ to fourths. Is it not better to say: Since in I unit there 
are 4 fourths, in 5 units there are 5 times 4 fourths; or to say, as some math-
ematicians do, Since there are 4 fourths in one unit, in 5 units there are 5 
times 4 fourths? ROBT. LINDSEY. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
22. For the edification of many teacher. , including myself, I wish to sub-
mit to your arithmetical readers, for solution by the "Connecticut Rule," the 
four following and simply-stated examples in "Partial Payments:" 
I. The Principal is $200. The rate per annum is 10 per cent. . Tlie time 
of settlement is at the end of 3 years. The first payment is $4, made at the 
end of 3 mos.; the second payment is $3, made at the end of 6 mos.; the 
third payment is $40, made at the end of 16 mos . 
2. The second is precisely the same as the first, except that the first pay 
ment is $6. 
3. The third is the same as the first, except that the second payment is $9 • 
4. The fourth is the same as the first, except that the first payment is $8 
and the second is $9. L. F. M. E. 
CARTHAGE, ILL., June 27th, 1877. . 
23. The singular property of numbers, by which the multiplication of any sum 
by 9, or a multiple of 9, gives a product the sum of 'whose figures is 9 or its 
multiple, is pretty well known among students of mathematics. But there is 
a puzzle ill this : Take for a multip'licand 12345679; multiply by 9, and we 
have for a product II I ,II I,ll I. ~1ultiply by twice 9, and nine 2'S are the 
product; by thrice 9, and we have nine 3's j and similarly up to the multipli-
cation by nine 9's, or 81, which gives, of course, a row of 9's in the result. 
Now, can anyone tell why the 8 must be omitted from the digits used for 'a 
multiplicand in producing this result? Will some arithmetical reader of the 
WEEKLY draw on his ml!moryor put on his thinking. cap to furnish us an 
answer? F. 
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TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
THESE popular conventions in the interest of edt;cation are not merely schools in which one may learn to solve problems exhumed from the 
dust of Hutton or Pike, but they are meetings in which principles of teaching 
are, or should be, taught at equal pace with the 11lat~rial of the branches un· 
der consideration ; and he who fails to discern the fact that true teaching is 
accomplished by close adherence to definite principles of pedagogics surely 
fails to reap the full benefit of the teachers' institute. Though avowedly and 
primarily they are for the better preparation of teachers to do their appropriate 
work, institutes are not for this alone, nor are they exclusively for teachers. 
There should be popular presentations ·of the inte!ests and claims of the cause 
of education, so that the whole people may be brought to understand the im· 
portant and vital question therewith connected. There should be free dis· 
cussion of every feature of the school system, with a view to discover its de· 
ficiencies, that they may be remedied. The institute is deservedly popular 
with every one who realizes the fact that it is a great calamity and waste of 
money to have for teachers of the youth those who have not the necessary 
qualifications, and who are without aptness to teach, or tact to govern, and at 
the same time feel no desire to qualify themselves to perform these under-
taken duties. The institute is generally recognized as being the most available 
agency for the improvement of teachers, and the rapidly-increasing number of 
teachers annually attending for the purpose of increasing their own profes-
sional skill attests the fact. 
Teachers should go to the institute with a thorough appreciation of their 
own needs, ready to seize upon whatever they can use, and to take it into 
their school, guided by the principles developed in its presentation. Teachers' 
institutes are too important an agency for the improvement of the common 
schools, and hence of the whole people, to admit of more than one question, 
viz.: How can they be made to yield the greatest and best results? In this 
connection a few suggestions to teachers may be pertinent and acceptable. 
Let your mind be early upon the institute. Carefully consider your own de-
ficiencies as a teacher in your own school, and write down in your memo. 
randum book the supposed remedies for your admitted defects. Take your 
note-book and pencil with you to the institute; enter in it such questions and 
topics as you desire to examine more fully. Pay special attention to those ex-
ercises which relate to your admitted detects. Go early to the institute and 
remain until its close. The moments are precious, and though you may never 
know how much you have missed, the loss from an hour's absence may be 
more than would of itself have fully compensated you for the whole week's 
attendance. At recesses discuss with your fellow-teachers all the matter pre-
sented in the precedipg session. The amount of good you can receive will de-
pend largely upon the distinctness of your apprehension of the work done. 
Try by your own personal efforts to make the institute a complete success. It 
i~ !or the teacher's good, his im,Provenent! and for hi ,; protection from compe-
tition by those who are unqualIfied. Raise the standard of the profession in 
your neighborhood and county, 'and let the most earnest work in that direction 
be done by yourself and others.--The Olin County Teachers' Institute will 
be held at Hartford, beginning July 23rd, and continuing four days. 
Wisconsin. 
'THE Green Bay High School, Prof. L. W: Briggs, Principal, sent out 
" eleven graduates the present year.--The graduating class of the Geneva 
H gh School numbers ten.--Racine High School, Miss White, Principal, 
. gr!adu~tes ten. Of the fourteen scholars who graduated from the Fort Atkin-
son High SC.hool, June 8th, eight were young men.--Albion Academy and 
Normal Institute, Prof. A. R. Cornwall, President of the Board oflnstruction 
graduated a class of six. In accordance with the powers granted by its char: 
ter, the Institute confers the degree of Bachelor, or Laureate of Philosophy. 
~Racine College celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary the present year. 
--Speaking of the closing exercises ot the public schools, the Ripon Fr~~ 
Press says: "The Principal, J. H. Firehammer, came amoug us an entire 
stranger, and succeeded a man who had given the best of satisfaction. To his-
credit be it said he has advanced the grade of scholarship and infused into all 
the departments a spirit of progress and emulation seldom attained."--RipoD 
College has a new telescope.--The Eau Claire Frn Press speaks in the 
highest terms of the graduating exercises of Prof. Hutton's High School, as. 
also those of Prof. Howland's.--Every one should read President Bascom'S-
Baccalaureate sermon" Education and the State."--Prof. S. H . Carpenter, 
of the State University, gives a description, in the Sta/~ '.Joumal, of the first 
Polariscope made in America by R . G. Norton, of Madison.--The Janes-
ville Gazette says: "The Institution for the Education of the Blind is a 
credit to the state of Wisconsin. Its management, under the superintendence 
of Mrs. Thos. H . Little, is an honor to her and a credit to the state. She is a 
lady of remarkable executive ability, and is doing the state and the blind a 
noble service."-- A class of ten graduated from the Lodi High School, of 
which D. O. Hibbard is the Principal. The N~ws says: "Lodi has reason 
to be proud of her schools, and the teachers now in charge. Let them be re-
tained, and woe be to the man who shall fail to use his influence, by word 
and deed, to sustain this God-given institution for the education of the chil-
dren."--F. Chickering, principal of the Monticello schools, and L. S. Pease, 
primary teacher, publish reports of their schools in the ' Exprcss.--A corre-
'spondent of the Badger Sate Bamur pays a high compliment to Supt. Marsh, 
of Jackson County.--Milwaukee College conferred the baccalaureate degree 
on twelve young ladies at its recent Commencement.--Through the efforts 
of Supt. Richmond, Green County had a county school celebration, at Monti-
cello, the Fourth.--A few days ago we were enabled to gratify a long 
cherished desire to witness the work of Jno. G. McMynn in the class room. 
He is doing most vigorous work in his Academy at R::tcine. 
Indiana. 
THE catalogue of Wabash College shows a total of 190 students f?r the past year, 104 of whom were in the college proper. The co~r.s of mstructors 
consists of eleven professors and one tutor. The finanCial conditIOn of the insti-
tution was sound at the beginning of the year, and since that· time has received 
large additions ·from the will of the late Edwin J. Pe~k, .of ~ndi~napolis, al\d 
from other sources, to the amount of $1.25,000. . No InstitutIOn In the United 
States, probably, has been so favored With d.onatlOns and bequests during the 
past year, as Wabash College. The a.lumm numbc;r 315, of whom 258 are 
now living, besides t~e present gradu~tIng class, which numb~rs. t~venty.-­
The Indianapolis HIgh Scho?l held Its Commencem~nt exerCIses In Robert's 
Park Church, which contaInS !he most co~modlOus and elegant audi-
ence room in the city. The expenment. of haVIng an the large number in the 
graduating class take part in the exerCIses w~ for the first time tried. The 
exercises commenced at 10: 30 A. M., and contInued for two hours, after which 
an intermission was taken, and the exercises resumed at 2: 30. The experi-
ment was a perfect success, and gave gre~t satisfaction. The house was filled 
during both sessions with an elegant audle~ce who were as quiet and attentive 
as any that' ever assembled there for worship. The literary productions were 
spoken of as very meritorious, being characterized by sturdy good sense, and 
all being remarkably uniform in excellence, although each was marked by 
the individuality of the writer. Had it ,been a prize contest, it would have 
been exceedingly difficult to award the prizes. The class numbered twenty-
eight, of whom twelve were young men.--The shrinkage in income has 
compelled the School Board to economize in two ways; I. Dy reducing 
salaries; 2. by reducing the number of teachers. The High School h·as had 
fifteen teachers heretofore; the number IS to be reduced to eleven . . The pre-
paratory department has been abolished, which will necessarily vacate o~e 
place. The victims of the guillotine are the principal teacher of Latin (Latm 
having been dropped from the first year), and two of the more recently em-
ployed teachers. The remainder of the old corps have all been reelected.--
Asbury UIiiversity graduates a class of fifty-one this year, the largest class 
ever sent f'llm any Western institution, leaving Michigan University out of 
the account. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: . 
You.r editor frum Ind~ana, in speakingofa change ~n the course of study of 
the Htgh School of Indianapolis, makes a statement In regard to ~he s~udy of 
English that may give a wrong impression. The course of stu~y In thiS sub· 
ject has not been curtailed. Less time than formerly is spent m the stu.dy.of 
technical grammar, because more of this work is now done in the dls~t~ 
schools, but the study of English composition and literature is more exten e 
than heretofore. . Very truly, . GEO. P. BROWN. 
INDIANAPOLIS, June 25,1877. 
-----------------TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
JULY 9. Review Term, Valparaiso, 6 weeks. 
" 9. Normal Institute, Ladoga, 4 weeks. 
10. Normal Institute, Indianapolis, 6 weeks. 
16. 'Vayne County Normal, Centc;rville, 5 weeks. 
16. Hancock County Normal Instltute, Greenfield, 6 weeks . 
16. Normal and Training Institute, Bedford,b weeks. 
23. Frankfort Normal School, 6 weeks. 
30. Normal School, Corydon, 4' weeks. 
" .30. Pulaski Countx Normal, Star City, 10 weeks. 
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THE summer term of the Normal School closed June 20th. The Board of Education was in session the 20th and 21st. The resignation of Dr. Sewall was accepted, and the following resolution adopted: "Resolved, 
That in accepting the resignation of Dr .. Se.waU, the Sta~e Board of Educa-
tion hereby express their cordial appreciatIOn of th~ faithful . and valuable 
services which he has rendered to the state through his labors m the Normal 
School, extending over a period of seventeen years. Parting with him with 
regret, we wish him success in his n~\y field .of lab,?r." The examinations 
passed off as usual, the number of VISitOrs bemg qUIte large. . Old students 
thronged the familiar halls, and renewed for a s~ason the ~eetmg m:emories 
of school days. The saddest event connected with the closlllg exercises was 
the good-bye to Dr. Sewall. Prest. Hewett spoke feelingly of the Doctor's 
long connectIOn with the school, and of the umversal sorrow at the approach-
ing separation. In response to numerous calls, J?r. Se"Yall! w!th broken 
voice, spoke of the happy years that he had spent III the mstttutlOn, of the 
generous treatment which he had received from his fellow-laborers and from 
the Board, and of his pleasant relations with the pupils one and all, and 
closed by wishing for all a happy and useful future. At this stage of the 
proceedings Miss Rosa McCord stepped forward, a?d on ?ehalf of the fac-
ulty and students presented to the Doctor . a bea.utlful microscope. He is 
ready, usually, for any emergency, but at thiS tangible and unexpected mani-
festation of affection he was quite overcome. He finally rallied, however 
and acquitted himself nobly. The big-hearted Doctor takes witli him to hi~ 
new home the affection of a host of old friends. "May his shadow never 
grow less !" The Board appointed E. A. Gastman as his successor. It is 
hoped that Mr. Gastman will accept, alt~lOugh it will be at something of a 
sacrifice. Miss Flora Pennell succeeds MISS Nelhe Edwards, who, after two 
years of service, intends to resume her studies at some eastern institution. 
The Alumni Association held its annual meeting on the evening of the 20th. 
Mr. Gastman read a paper on the" Early History of the Normal School," 
and MrS. I. F. Kleckn~r (fonnerlr Miss Emma Robinson) read the essay. 
Mr. Gastman's paper Will be publtshed. Commencement day passed off in 
the traditional style, except the music, which, with the exception of a single 
chorus, was orchestral, and under the direction of Edward Humphreys. The 
performers, about a dozen in number, were nearly nil member. of the school. 
The following persons graduated: Misse~ Mary Anderson, Ball, Corbett, Cox, 
Goodrich, Martin, Regan, L. Varner, W. Varner, Wing; Messrs. L. Berk-
stresser, W. Berkstresser, Bevan, Faulkner, Fowler, Harcourt, Hoffman 
Snare, L. Spencer, Swett. From the High School, Misses Kingsley, Cool' 
idge, Sudduth, Mills; and Messrs. Franklin, Blandin, and Hewitt. Mr. Be-
van 'gave the salutatory, and Miss Wing the valedictory. Judge Green, the 
president of the Board, delivered the diplomas. The exercises of the day 
terminated with a graduates' reception in the society halls in the evening.-·-
. The School Board of East Aurora manifested a desire to retrench a little, 
and requested Mr. Powell to prepare a schedule of salaries, This he did 
reducing his own and Mr. Clark's fifteen per cent, the highest assistants' tel~ 
per cent, and so following, making in all a reduction of $4,200. The Board 
objected to the ~mount, . and r~quested ~i~ to raise his schedule, restoring 
$600 to the salanes. ThiS he did by dlvldlllg the flmount among the assist-
ants. To say that the Aurora schools are doing good work would be to echo 
the sentiment of all who know about them, and it would be a very common-
place remark. No observing person can be in these schools a single hour 
without being strikingly impressed with the feeling that he is in a work-shop 
where toil is a joy, and where the master workmen are arlists. A class of 
fifteen graduates from the High School this year.--The Griggsville Normal 
Institute begins July 9th, and continues five weeks.--The Rock River 
Seminary, at Mt. Morris, graduated a class of thirteen this year. The school 
is in a very flourishing condition.-.-Bureau· ~ounty sc~ools are generally 
dosed for the summer. W. H . Roblllson remalllS at Arhngton, with an ad-
vance of salary.--J. H . Mercer has just closed his tenth year in the Shef-
field schools.--J. N. Wilkinson remains at Buda next year, with his sal-
ary increased a hundred dollars.--G. P. Peddicord gCJes to Wyanet on a 
salary of $I,ooo.--Princeton cuts salaries a little.--C. A. Singletary re-
mains at Collinsville next year.--The Ogle County N,ormal Institute holds 
its annual session at Mt. Morris, where unusual facilities are at hand. The 
session begins July 31st, and continues three weeks. A large corps of in-
.structors will be present, and every opportunity for valuable aid will be of-
-ferel l.. For particulars, address E. L. Wells, County Supt., Oregon, IlI.--
, 'The Henderson County Institute commences July 28th, and will contiuue 
four weeks, It will be conducted by J. M. Akin and Miss S. E. Chapin, un-
,der the supervision of the County Supt.--J. P. Byrne, of Chillicothe, takes 
.charge of the Rantoul schools; Mr. Matthews, of Toulon, succeeds Mr. 
Byrne, and Mr. Wade, whom Mr. Byrne succeeds, follows Mr. Matthews at 
·Toulon.--The Danville High School graduated a class of eight this year. 
--After teaching a year in the preparatory department of Knox College, 
.H. C. Cox returns to his old place at Farmington.--The Rushville High 
.School gradu.l.ted two young men this year.--The class from the Springfield 
High School numbers twenty. eight. The third in rank is Miss Gertrude 
Wright, a colored lady. Ex-Governor Palmer conferred the diplomas, and 
took occasion publicly to compliment Miss Wright upon her merited suc-
.cess. A pleasing feature of the performances was the presentation of a sil-
'Ver water-set to the principal.-- The Logan Couuty Institute begins a five 
"weeks' session at Lincoln, July 16th.--The following from a Newman pa-
per explains itself: "We are happy to state that our school directors have re-
versed their decision in regard to reducing the salaries of Mr:" Waters and 
.his assistants, and have engaged them for the ensuing year. None of the 
teachers would suffer a reduction of their wage.; and some of our citizens 
drew up a petition, which was signed by a large number and laid before the 
Board of Directors, praying that the principal and assistants be retained at 
last year's prices. So Newman is to have a good school for the ensuing 
year." A normal institute begins July 30th at Rushville; it will continue 
three weeks. For particulars, address H. A. Smith, Rushville, Ill.--The 
Morgan County Teachers' Association holds its next meeting at Oak Ridge 
Cemetery, July 7th.--The Madison County Normal Institute begins July 
9tb, at Collinsville. It will continue four weeks. For particulars, address 
the County Supt., at Collinsville. 
----------------OTHER INSTITUTES. 
JULY 8. Normal Institute, Wenona, 4 weeks. 
" 9. Pike County Teachers' Institute, 5 weeks. 
" 9· Whiteside County Normal Institute, Sterling, 5 weeks. 
9. County Normal Institute, Geneseo, 3 weeks. 
10. Vacation Normal Class drill, Carthage, 4 weeks. 
10. Illinois Principals' Association, Dixon, 3 days. 
" 16. Normal Institute, Lincoln, 5 weeks. 
16. Teachers' Institute, Geneva, 3 weeks. 
" 16. Normal Institute, Lincoln, 5 weeks. 
23. Clark County Teachers' Institute, Marshall, 4 weeks. 
23. Vermilhon County Normal School, Danville, 5 weeks. 
" 30. Teachers' Institute, Delavan, 3 weeks. 
" 30. Knox County Teachers' Drill, Knoxville, 4 weeks. 
" 30. Champaign County Normal School, Champaign, 4 weeks. 
" 3d. County Normal Institute, Galva, 3 weeks. 
AUG. 6. Peoria County Teachers' Drill Institute, Elmwood, 4 weeks. 
' " 6. Marion County Teachers' Institute, 4 weeks. 
, 
Iowa. 
, OFFICIAL DECISIONS. 
THE board can limit the action of a sub-director in any respect not incon-sistent with law.. If he acts contrary to these instructions, he becomes 
personally liable. 2. For the use and benefit of the teachers attending the 
normal institute, a suitable portion of·the institute fund may properly be in-
vested in apparatus, reference books, or other aids to instruction except text, 
books. 3. An order of the board cannot be considered as officially transmitted. 
unless signed by the president, as well as by the secretary. 4. Scholars can 
De deprived of any of the privileges of the ~chool, only for good reasons, and 
by the feacher only temporarily, unless by the instruction 01 the board. 
C. W. von CCELLN, Supt. Public Instruction. 
DES MOINES, June, 1877. 
-----------------LIST OF NORMAL INSTITUTES APPOIriTED FOR IOWA. 
COlmty. Place " eld. 
Appanoose, Centerville, 
Buchanan, Independence, 
Cass, Atlantic, 
Cerro Gordo, Mason City, 
Cherokee, Cherokee. 
Clayton, Elkader, 
Delaware, Manchester, 
Des Moines, Burlington, 
Dubuque, Dubuque, 
Franklin, Hampton, 
Fremont, Riverton, 
Harrison, Logan. 
Date. Wks. 
Aug. 6, 5 
July 30, 5 
July 9, 4 
Aug. 13, 4 
July 9, 3 
Aug. 13, 3 
Aug. 13, 4 
July 9, ' 3 
Aug. 13, 3 
Aug. 13, 4 
July 9, • 
Aug. 6, 3 
Aug. 13, 3 
County. 
tasper, ahoson, ueas, 
Lyon, 
Monona, 
Monroe, 
Polk, 
Scott, 
Union, 
Van Buren, 
Wapello, 
'Vehster, 
Place fltld. 
Newton, 
Iowa City, 
Chariton, 
Rock Rapids, 
Onawa, 
AlbIa, 
D es Moines, 
Davenport, 
Creston, 
Keasauqua, 
Ottumwa, 
Fort Dodge, 
Dat:. Wk. 
Aug. 6, •. 
Aug. 6, 3 
July 16, 4 
Aug . • 8, 3 
Aug. 6, 3 
Aug, 6, 4 
July 9, 3 
July 16, • 
Aug, (i, 4 
Aug. 13, 4 
Aug. 6, 4 
Aug. 6, 4 
Jackson, Maquoketa, 
C. W. VON C<ELLN, 
Supt. Public Instruclion. 
. DRS MOINES, June 12, 1877. 
======= Colorado. 
ON the 4th of May the teacherS of Douglas and Elbert counties met in con-vention at Rock Castle, pursuant to a caU from SuplS. Parkinson and 
Killin. As these are sparsely settled counties, the number was not large, out 
the spirit was most excellent. The time was spent in diSCUSSIng me~hoas, and 
all present entered into it with hearty good will. Supt. Killin was not able 
to 'be present. Supt. Parkinson deserves well of his people for originating and 
pushing to successful issue the first ,?onvention of teachers ever held south of 
Denver. On the evening of the 4th the State Supt. lectured to a good audi-
ence. The teachers were so \vell pleased that they 'pledged themselves for 
another convention early in the fall.--May 19th Arapahoe county teacliers 
met in Denver to listen to an address by the State Supt. After the address, 
County Supt. Donaldson originated a county association, to hold monthly 
meetings, for the discussion especially of the best methods of teaching ilie 
natural sciences in our country schools. June 2nd the first meeting of the As-
sociation was held, when Dr. Wegener, of North Denver,illustrated methods oli-
teaching physiology and botany. The Doctor is an adept in this field.--
The Weld County Teachers' Association held its first meeting at Evans, May • 
25th and 26th. The attendance was good, though not so full as it would have 
been on longer notice. Several gentlemen, residents of the county, but not 
now engaged in teaching, rendered good service. The interest was unflagging 
throughout the two days' session. Mrs. House, of Evans, gave a class illus-
tt:ation of her method' of teaching ' reading in primary schools; and Miss 
Knowles, of Greeley, also illustrated her method of giving the child its first 
lessons in numbers. It was 'noticeable that the ladies took a more active part 
here than in either of the other conventions. Ladies who are most excellent 
• 
/ 
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teachers are apt to be a little too reticent in teachers' associations. Speak out, 
ladies. We have a right to your assistance.--By some mistake there was 
a clash in the appointment, as published for Boulder and Weld counties, so 
we were not present at Boulder Association. We spent the last days of May 
visiting schools in Boulder county.--The graded school in Boulder village 
has been under the principalship of Prof. Dow, formerly of Peoria, Ill., for 
the past year, and the showing is very creditable to him and his assistants. We 
trust the people of the county will soon devise some means to collect their taxes 
in the future, as they have not done in the past. It is a disgrace that teachers, 
whose praise is in everybody's mouth, should be paid only in unmarketable 
promises to pay.--In the country districts we found schools of various grades 
of excellence. The ideal country school will be an ideal only, so long as the 
people fail to realize that one month of school under a really good teacher, is 
of far more value than six months of mediocrity. Will the time ever come 
when people will fairly estimate the difference between the real, live teacher, 
and the mere rOlltiltist? (Will that word pass, Mr. Editor? If not, please 
find me a better one).--June 6th and 7th were spent visiting the schools 
in Blackhawk and Central City, Gilpin County. In both these places the 
schools have been reduced during the past year from chaos to a fairly graded 
system. Good honest work has been done. The same teachers are to be re-
tained the coming "year, and the fact that none of them have attained the sum-
'mit of their hopes is a guarantee of progress. In Central the familiarity with 
the Constitution evinced by the Class in U.S. History was especially commend-
able. 
OFFICE OF SUPT. PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
DENVER, COL., June 16th. 
====== 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
THE City Council asked the Board of Education to defer action upon the resiguation of Supt. Pickard "until such time as may be necessary to 
ascertain the reason for said resignation, whether the obstacle in the way of 
his remaining cannot be removed, and his resignation withdrawn." At the 
next meeting of the Board, June 28th, the resignation of the Superintendent 
was, about to be acted upon, when a communication was presented from him, 
which contained the following as the reason why he had tendered his resig-
nation: 
"The Assistant Superintendent seems to have marked out for himself an 
independent course of action, if the work he has required of others, without 
even asking the consent or approval of the Superintendent, can be taken as 
an indication. 
"Your Superintendent has often been asked to explain certain blanks, of 
the existence of which he had not the slightest knowledge until his attention 
was called to them in the schools_ Most of the information for this can be 
obtained from reports made monthly to the Board, or from the clerk's books, 
o'r from a file of papers always open to his inspection. Some of the informa-
tion asked for is entirely out of the Superiotendent's department. The part 
pertail)ing to the residences of teachers is convenient for use in the office, but 
need not be called for three or four times in a year. 
" At the last meeting of the Principals' Association, sealed proposals were 
given out, with instructions that they be opened onlY'at the school buildings, 
to be returned in the care of one of the assistant clerks . Of this peculiar 
proceeding little would have been thought, perhaps, had not the fact trans-
pired that the assistant clerk, who aided in preparing the blanks, was instructed 
to allow no one to see the blanks, and to destroy the stencil as soon as used. 
"When the Superintendent asked the privilege of seeing some of the 
blanks, he was informed that they were for the private use of the Assistant 
Superintendent, and only upon application to some of the schools has the 
Superintendent been able to obtain copies. With the single exception of the 
directory blanks, the Superintendent has not been allowed to see any of the 
blanks after they were filed. 
"Recoguizing the import~ce c;>f unity in .the admi.llistr~tion of school af-
fairs the Superintendent has mvanably submitted to hiS assistant whatever he 
bas 'prepared for the use of the Board, or for the instruction of teachers, but 
seldom has the s.!lme. courtesy been returned. The strong desire of the Su-
perintendent, many times expressed, that the Assistant would prepare some-
thing for the annual report, as has been the custom, was entirely disregarded, 
and without the assignment of any satisfactory reason. 
"The policy of administration, as shown by the Assistant in his frequent 
demands for minute statistics, to the neglect of methods of instruction, in 
which the good of'the pupil chiefly lies, is so at variance with what the Su-
perintendent believes to be for the best interest.of the schools, that the result 
must be a divided administration if longer continued. My interest in the 
schools is best expressed in the hope that, under a new administration, which 
shall secure the hearty and united support of your honorable body, all the 
defects of the past shall be remedied. 
"Any change that shall increase the efficiency of the school system, no one 
will hail with greater gladness than myself." 
This communication was referred to a committee of seven for investiga-
tion, with instructions to report the next evening. Four of this committee 
reported that in their opinion the only charge which could be substantiated 
was that Mr. Doty had, without the knowledge of Mr. Pickard, sent certain 
circulars to the teachers, asking for information of some kind regarding school 
matters. The result of this act was regretted both by the committee and Mr. 
Doty. The other member's of the committee objected to the report, as the 
investigation had been conducted with partiality to Mr. Doty, and without 
permitting Mr. Pickard to be present or to answer or explain any points in 
regard to the matter. They recommended that the whole subject be recom-
mitted, in order that both Mr. Pickard 'and Mr. Doty might have a fair and 
full hearing in the presence of each other, with such witnesses as they might 
wish to produce, and that the report be received in three days. The major-
ity report was accepted, also Mr. Pickard's resignation, by a vote of eight to 
six, one member being absent. Mr. Doty was then appointed to act as Su-
perintendent till the vacancy should be regularly filled. 
EDUCATIONAL CALENDAR. 
[Announcements of educational gatherings, in all parts of the country, are invited for in-
sertion m this list.] 
JULY 9. American Institute of Instruction, Montpelier, Vt., 3 days. 
" 10. German Summer School, Cazenovia, N. Y., 4 weeks. 
10. French Normal School, Amherst College, 6 weeks. 
10. American PhiloloO'ical Association, Baltimore, Md. , 3 days. 
" 10. Educational Asso;iation of Virginia, Fredericksburg, 3 days. 
12. Maryland State Teachers' Association, Ea;;ton, 3 days. 
16. Mahoning County Institute, Canfield,. OhIO, 4 weeks. 
" 16. Macoupin County Normal ?c~ool, Girard, Ill., 6 weeks. 
17; Wisconsin Teachers' AssoclatlOll, Green Bay, 3 days. 
24. N. Y. State Teachers' Association, Plattsburgh, 3 days. 
AUG. 
". 
" 
25. New·England Normal Institute, East Greenwich, R . L, 4 weeks. 
7. Pennsylvania Teachers' Association, Erie, 3 days. 
7' Exam. of Candi~ates for S~te. Certific~te,. Madison, Wis., 5 days. 
14. National Educational Assoclatton, LOUisville, Ky., 3 days. 
20. Annual Institute, Eaton, Ohio,S days. 
28. Minnesota Educational Association, Mankato, 4 days. 
28. Arkansas Convention of County Examiners, 3 days. 
28. Amer. Assoc. for the Advancement of Science Nashville Tenn. 
29. Arkansas State Teachers' Association. ' , 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
For reasons that seem sufficient, . and in accordance with the suggestion of 
some school principals, the meetmg of the Illinois Principals' Society, an-
nounced for the lOth of this month at Dixon, has been postponed. 
1 
C. E. MANN, 
of Executive Committee. 
GENEVA, ILL., July 5th, 1877. 
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743 & 745 BROADWAY, N. Y. 
To Guyot's New Intermediate Geography we are now 
adding supplements, giving the special geol1raphy of several 
different States. These supplements con tam In eac~ case a 
full-page .map of the State, and give ar~ple de~cnpuve .an~ 
statistical text. Among the fi!'5t t? be Issued IS the Mlchz-
gan edition, the price of which IS the same as that of the 
• general edition. 
Michigan educators should see Guyot's New Inter-
mediate Geography. 
Q. S. COOK, Ag'ent, 
[po] 63 Washington St., CHICAGO. 
NE W EDITIONS FOR I877· 
REDUCED PRICES! 
WARREN'S NEW GEOGRAPHIES. 
MONROE'S READERS AND SPELLERS. 
HAGAR'S MATHEMATICAL SERIES. 
GREENE' S GRAMMARS. 
GREENE'S LANGUAGE SERIES. 
Catalorues free. Liberal terms {or: introducbon,:and in 
exchange for old books in use. 
FRANCIS S. BELDEN, Western Agt, 
25 Washington St., rtf] CHICAGO, ILL. 
.. 
Publish the following new and attractive School Books: 
Oltuy's Aritlwutics, 
(A.full Common School Course in twO boob 
OhleY's A!g~brlls and Higher Matlie11latics, 
Patt~rsolt' s Spellers, 
Colton's Nn.v Geogl'aplzies, 
Shaw's Etzglish Literature, 
Lossing's Outlitle of U. S. History, 
Hooker's New Physiology. 
Alden's Science of Gov~rmllmt, 
Haven's mzd Waylami's Itzt~lI~ctual atzd Moral 
Philosoplzi~s, 
Kutds Fr~nch Course, &c. 
Introductory. prices greatly reduced. For. terms address 
WESTERN AGENCY. OF SHELDON & COMPANY, 
"1 State Street, Chicago, Ill. [ph] 
